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rofessors Ann Gold, at the Department
of Religion, and SusanWadley, at the
Department of Anthropology, have
received a National Endowment for the
Humanities (NEH), University Teacher Research
Fellowships to begin in

HindlLlsociety in India is usually
viewed, by both Indian and western scholars,
from the vantage point of Brahman male
authorsof la'wbooks, epics, puranas, and
other texts often originally in~~~
Sanskrit. Anthropologists

1998.
Toseethatmothet;I'll go barefoot,
Thoughtheblind canseenothing.
Mothet;blessme,
Here[ sit tellingthe storyof Nal,
Mothet;[ needyour blessing,
As[ amtellingof bravemenandtheir

I

time.
Mangtu Lal, blind
leatherworker singe!; 1994
With these words, a blind singer of a
lengthy oral epic from northern India begins
his performance, one of the performances
being studied by SusanS. Wadley, Ford
Maxwell Professor of SouthAsian Studies, as
part of a National Endowment for the Humanities University Teacher's Fellowship that
she has received for the 1998 calendar year.

too, until recently, have based
their analyses primarily on
the beliefs and behaviors of
landowning males of whatever community studied.
Recent research by scholars
of the subaltern school and
by feminists has begun to
present other views of Indian
society, views that originate
I in subordinate, often powerI less, groups. This study of

~T7~'7

Dhola, an oral epic sung by
lower class/c:astemen in the Agra region of
northern India, will elaborate on the world
views and performance traditions of lower
class rural Indian males in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. Dhola as a cultural
practice reproduces gender and caste images
markedly different from those of more authoritative texts.
The NEH project that Ann Gold will
Continued
onpage7
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T

his year's South Asia Student-Teacher
Workshop was held on March 10,
1997. Close to one hundred students
and teachers from the Nottingham High
School and Pine Grove Junior High School
participated in the day-long event held at the
historic Hall of Languages on the Syracuse
campus. Students encountered and engaged in
discussions on topics as varied as environmental crisis and conservation, sports, dance,
popular music and video in contemporary
South Asia.
Visiting scholar and professor of
history from DeshbandhuCollege (University
of Delhi), Dr. Rana Behal presentedsessions
on the current crisis of ecological and environmental degradation in India. His presentation
encouragedyoungsters to compare the problems and responsesto lake water pollution in
the Syracusearea with similar kinds of problems that are faced by many communities in
India today as a result of large scale industrialization and disruption of local life ways. Dr.
Behal also focused his discussions on local
knowledges and practices of ecological awareness and environmental conservation in the
example of "sacred groves" which are maintained in several states throughout the subcontinent.
The sessionson sports were led by
Amitabh Patel and Kashan Saeed. The
"gentleman's" sport of cricket was their focus
as they led studentsthrough an overview of
the game, its rules and practice of discipline
that is required of each player on the field.
Sudha Raj led the sessionson
Bharatanatyam dance. She presenteda lecture
on the history and performance practice of this
South Indian classical art form followed by a
demonstration of movement techniques.
Students enthusiastically enjoyed the opportunity to try out some of these movements.
2

At the bre,akfor lunch, teachers took
part in a North Indian meal while discussing
the challenges and further strategiesof teaching topics on South Asia with the presentersof
the workshop. This was followed by an
afternoon of music by a talented graduate
studentband of the SyracuseIndia Association. Band members, Lakshmi Gopal on
voice, Deepak Singh on keyboard and John
Vargheseon guitar presenteda lively performance contrasting the forms of classical, South
Indian Camatic music and popular music of
contemporary In(lia. The group's performance
was followed by a provocative demonstration
and discussion oj~India's explosion into the
sceneof popular music videos.

NationalResourrce
Fellows, 1996-1997
T

he South Asia Center is a National
Resource Center (one of sevenin the
country) funded by the Department of
Education. The Center is part of a consortium
with Cornell University. The SouthAsia
Centerreceives a grant from the Department of
Education under Title VI to fund Foreign
Language and Area Studies (FLAS) graduate
fellowships. This years recipients are:
Gregory M. Feldman -Anthropology
Lisa Knight -Anthropology
Jennifer Ann Layton.
Econ0nrlcs/PubI i cAdministra ti on
StephanieA. Wilcock-Mare -Public Administration
Ken Dawn Olsen-Anthropology

APplication~xt
year'sfellowshipsare
availableat the SouthAsia Center. Applicants
mustbe permanentresidentsandenrolledas
full-time graduatestudentsat SyracuseUniver-

sity.

S.V.'S SOUTH ASIA CENTER
HOSTS NEH

SUMMER INSTITUTE
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SantaCruz, a scholarof Ramayanaperformances
in
modemdayIndia;andJonahBlank,authorof Arrow of the
Blue SkinnedGod,who is currentlya graduatestudentat
HarvardUniversity.
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FOR HIGH SCHOOLTEACHERS

he Ramayana,
while a traditionthatis several
thousandyearsold, is also arguablythe most
importantstoryin India today,for it is the birthplaceof thehero,Rama,that hasbeenthe centerof the
Hindu-Muslimcontroversies
atAyodhya.Thepurposeof
this Instituteis to understand
the Ramayana,
asatradition,
asa story,asa seriesof popularpracticeseventoday,that
providesa lensfor understanding
Hinduculturein India.
Beginningwith a focuson the story itself,in its oldest
knownSanskriticrendition,we shallmoveoutwardsto
comparisonswith otherretellingsof the Ramayana
in both
time and space,bothasverbalart andas sculpted,painted
anddancedart. As thelens widens,we shalllooktoo atthe
waysin whichtheRamayana
hasbeenusedovertime,
examiningthepracticesassociatedwith it, includingthat
mostmodemof practice,its associationwith Hindu
fundamentalism
anda holy war betweenHindusand
Muslims.
Weshall meetin daily weekdaysessions
from
July 7 to August1, with time allotedfor reading,library
work andfilms. SusanS.Wadley,FordMaxwellProfessor
of SouthAsian Studiesat Syracuse,will directtheinstitute
andorganizethe daily sessions.
In addition,we anticipate
five visiting scholars:Philip Lutgendorf,a renowned
scholarof northIndianversionsof the Ramayana
who
teachesAsian Studiesatthe Universityof Iowa;John
Seyller,an expertin medievalRamayana
paintingsin the
"Rajput" stylewho teachesat the Universityof Vermont;
HelenWelsher,who hasworkedon Ramayana
carvingsin
Hindutemples;LindaHess, Universityof California-
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ALTERNATIVES IN CHITWAN,

NEPAL (JANUARY 3-7, 1998)

By Pramod Parajuli
am delighted to sharethis news about an
celebrateand catalyze new ways and pracupcoming conference to be held in my
tices whose seedsexist all over the world,
home district Chitwan, Nepal. On behalf
both in the spacesof exclusion and in the
of the movement for SustainableLivelihoods,
hearts of affluenc:e. We also hope to initiate
Nepal, I am organizing a conference in
and strengthenp(~ople-to-peopleintercultural
collaboration with Kalpana Das of Intercollaboration and cooperation both within
Culture Institute of Montreal, Canada, Smitu
South Asia and between South Asia and other
Kothari of Lokayan of Delhi, and Ashis
regions of the world. In specific terms, we
Nandy of the Comittee for Cultural Choices
hope to widen thc~awarenessof cultural
and Cultural Futures, Delhi, India. This
rights and advoc~ltethe importance of
people's knowleclge and reinforce a process
meeting is part of an on-going global dialogue among approximately 100 activists and
of intercultural solidarity and support among
intellectuals who are seeking viable options
the micro-communities, on the one hand, and
of livelihoods in the periphery. Among
among development agencies, human rights
notable participants in the conference are:
and advocacygroups, on the other.
Sunder La! Bahuguna of the Chipko movement; Mahasweta Devi, Bengali novelist and
The Context: Globalization and the Crisis
grassrootsactivist; Medha Patkar, leader of
in
the Naramada Bachao Andolan; Karamat Ali,
Knowledgeand Livelihoods
labor leader from Pakistan; Wolfgang Sachs,
German philosopher and critic of developThe immediate context for this conment; Gustavo Esteva, a Mexican thinker and
ference is derived from impacts caused by the
critic of development; Grimaldo Rengifo,
regime of globalization on cultural diversity
peasantintellectual from Peru; John
and traditions of knowledge. As the globalMohawk, Native American historian and
ized market and the information superhighactivist; and Raimundo Panniker, a leading
way falls under dIe control of fewer and
thinker on cross-cultural dialogue. Former
fewer people, the diversity of the world's
Nepali Prime Minister Man Mohan Adhikari
natural resources,cultures and peoples are
is likely to addressthe meeting.
being subsumediinto a monocultural global
In order to focus on the immediate
village. In addition to the recently articulated
contradictions and new dynamism in Northfear of losing biodiversity within the natural
South relations heralded by the regime of
world, people worldwide are beginning to
globalization, the central theme of the 1998
talk about the potential loss of a diversity of
meeting is --Knowledge and Livelihoods in
human generatedknowledge (such as multhe 21 st century: A Cross-Cultural Discourse
tiple traditions 01'science and technology,
from South Asia. This is a forum to reflect
medicine etc.) We believe that much of these
upon the twin processesof globalization and
diverse traditions of knowledge could promonoculturalism. Our objective is to foster a
vide creative solutions and responsesto both
cross-cultural dialogue not only on the
mechanisms of globalization but also to~

I
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local and global problems.
Participants from SouthAsia and from
around the world will share how the renewed
and valorized pursuit on nature, on peoples
knowledge and on their cultures has affected
peoples' who are not yet drawn into the chain
of commodities and markets. Our initial fear
is that if unchecked, these developments may
finally not only devalue but ultimately destroy
biodiversity, languages,and traditions of
knowledge. One of the urgent questions set
out for the conferenceis: How can we prevent the destruction of the diversity of know1edge and culture and how can this be achieved
using the resourcesavailable through multiple
traditions of knowledge? How could we link
struggles for knowledge and diversity with the
ultimate questions of political autonomy for
the grassrootscommunities? What lessons
can we learn from emergent movements such
as Zapatista in Chiapas, Mexico or the National Alliance for Tribal self-rule in India?

The SouthAsia Scene
SouthAsia has been one of the crucibles of cultural pluralism and grassroots
resurgence. By acknowledging diversity and
cultural pluralism in South Asia, we do not
uncritically defend the inherent discriminations and oppressions within and between
these traditions. Nevertheless, thousandsof
years of relatively peaceful coexistencehave
nurtured a staggering diversity of thinking and
practice that are providing crucial leads to
respond to the present situation. Simultaneously, the encounter with industrialization
and colonization has engendereda significant
internal debate on the consequencesof globalization. While some groups are responding
by protecting their ecological and cultural
niches, others are minimizing the negative
effects of natural resource exploitation
through their own cultural "resiliency" and

institutionsof ecologicalprudenceandregeneration.
Some others are articulating alternate
ways of claiming, using and valuing knowledge. In India. for example, a Farmers' Charter
was passed by the Kisan Mahapanchayat
(PeasantGrand Assembly) at Kisan Ghat, New
Dehli, on Marc:h7,1996. In this charter,
peasantshave pledged to protect their land,
water, animals" seeds,intellectual capacities
and livelihoods. Their charter states that "We
consider the purchaseof land by non-agriculturists such as foreigners, multinational corporations, export industry, and corrupt politicians
as illegal. We will reclaim these lands for
farmers, and cultivators and ensure that illegally acquired Gram Sabhaland is returned to
Gram Sabhas.'" On the farmer's right to breed
seed, the charter states: "we are original breeders of seed and.our resource and intellectual
rights are prior to, and set the limits for, corporate monopolies from any intellectual property
rights regimes. This further includes our
fundamental rights to exclude patents on plants
and life forms becausethey violate our ethical
values and cultural traditions." By asking for
patent rights for the community rather than
accepting it as the handiwork of an individual
farmer, peasantsare challenging the very idea
of knowledge as a private property.

The Nepal Scene
This upcoming conference has brought
a new momentum in the debate on modernity,
development and the question of sustainable
livelihoods among a significant number of
grassrootsmovements in Nepal. Among other
activities, I helped organize a national workshop on Globalization, Sustainability and
Nepalese Livelihoods during July 12-20, 1996.
Attended by 3:5key Nepali peasantsand
intellectuaVactivists, this week-long national
workshop asse:ssed
the impact of globalization
~

in Nepal and outlined some programs for future
action. This gathering also formed Nepal preparatory committee for the 1998 conference and
selectedNepali participants. Organizers in
Nepal hope that this conference will be instrumental in starting a Nepal-wide dialogue on the
critique of the foreign-aid led model to a model
of sustainable livelihoods.
As the secretariatand coordinating
agency for the conference, the Movement for
Sustainable Livelihoods, Nepal is working
closely with a dozen or so Nepali groups. This
movement emerged in 1994 in Chitwan and
adjoining districts in order to highlight the
impending crisis in the peasanteconomy and
also to searchfor sustainablemodes of farming
and livelihoods that are ecologically viable.
Following up on the programs set by the July
national workshop, the movement provides a
broader umbrella for a dozen or so grassroots
NGOs working in this region, half a dozen
demonstration farms practicing alternative
agriculture, peasantgroups and the faculty and
studentsof the Institute of Agriculture located at
Rampur, Chitwan. In addition to giving training
on sustainablemethods of agriculture, the movement has sponsored several workshops on the
political economy of food and agriculture within
the context of globalization and carried mass
meetings in different communities. In the future,
the movement plans to strengthenand facilitate
mass education and mobilization for alternative
modes of livelihoods.

For further information contact:
Smitu Kothari, Lokayan, 13 Alipur Rd., Delhi54
emai1: smitu@lokayan.emetin

Continued
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be working on is titled "Pivotal Memories: The
Pastof Nature and the Nature of the Pastin a
North Indian Princedom." This project unites
ethnographic, oral historical, and archival
researchto explore the past seventyyears in the
North Indian princedom of Sawar. It is based
on fieldwork initially focused on the interrelationship between religion and environmental
change and deals with a complex web of
causalities. As documentation, it will make an
original contribution to the historical record
based primarily on living persons' memories.
As interpretation it should illuminate oral
constructions of the past. As environmental
history, it adds complexly varied local perspectives to emerging documentation of global
transformations. At the broadestlevel, this
project has to do with the nature of the past;
and with the past of nature -viewed as
ecological processesinvolving humans. The
book it will produce should reach a broad
audience concerned with historical realities and
sustainablefutures of the earth and its inhabit-

ants.
Ann Gold also received a Spencer
Foundation Grant of which Mr. Bhoju Ram
Gujar of Ghatiyali, Rajasthan is Co-Principal
Investigator. He is a Middle School teacher.
The grant will be bringing him to Syracuse for
four months in the fall. The title of their joint
project is -Environmental Knowledge in Rajasthan:
Learning and Teaching in
Contrasting Contexts
This is how Ann Gold and Bhoju Ram
Gujar describe their project: Our collaborative
project concerns the transmission of environmental knowledge under conditions of radical
and accelerating change in Rajasthan, North
India. Rural Rajasthanis live with ongoing
changes,some very welcome and others

perceived as affecting their lives in negative
ways. These changespervade politics, society,
and religion as well as technologies of production and the environment. They result in a
pervasive and realistic uncertainty about the
future. Such uncertainty in turn affects all
parents' strategies for educating their children,
although such strategies differ among different
communities at different levels of the social
hierarchy. Our researchfocuses on the multiple ways environmental lore is transmitted to
children in homes, fields and grazing lands as
part of oral tra<lition; and on the ways public
primary school education treats related material. We are concerned with the reasonsfor,
consequencesof, and possible modes of
bridging a persistent gulf between knowledge
acquired in contexts of work and play and
knowledge acquired formally in the classroom. To approachformal education at the
statelevel, we plan to look at textbook-composition and curriculum design, and the
ideologies behind them. To approachoral
transmission of environmental knowledge in family and c:ommunity settings, through
work, play, and ritual- we will look at
severalinformal teaching modes including
storytelling, songs, proverbs, games, and other
cultural performances. Our methods will
combine participant observation, recorded indepth interviews, and survey-style questionnaires. We hope to be able to suggestteaching
strategies to counteract devaluation of traditional knowledge, and to re-engage children in
the school room with lore available to them
outside of it. Our work with Rajasthani
children and educators could have broader
implications f()r rural education in other parts
of Rajasthan, India, and the world.
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SU GRADUATE
STUDENTS
AWARDED
RESEARCH GRANTS:
Theresa Devasahayam, Anthropology,
received Syracuse University grants from the
Roscoe Martin Competition and the Claudia
De Lyse Foundation for Researchin Anthropology for her dissertation work on "A Consuming Process: Food, Women and Identities
in Malaysia."

NEW COURSE!!

NEW COURSE!!

FALL 1997
READINGS IN ORIENTALISM:
Representations of South Asia
English and Textual Studies 200, Section 003
Monday-We.dnesday 3:00-4:20 p.m.
Rose M. DeNeve, Instructor
At the heartof Europeancultureduringthe manydecades
of
imperialexpansion
laywhatcouldbe calledan undeterred
andunrelenting
Euroc/?ntrism.
Thisaccumulated
experiences,

Chris Lee, Anthropology, received an
American Institute of Indian Studies (AIlS)
Fellowship for his dissertation field-work on "
Poetry and Poetics of Muslim Weaversin
Benares."

territories,peoples,hij:tories;it studiedthem,classifiedthem,
verifiedthem;butaboveall, it subordinated
themto the
cultureandindeedto t,~ veryideaof whiteChristianEurope.
-EdwardSaid
It shouldbepossibleto readnineteenth-century
British

Chase LaDousa, Anthropology, received a
National Science Foundation Fellowship for
his dissertation field-work on "Grammar,
Geme and Self: Discourse and Identity in
North India."

literaturewithoutremt'mbering
that imperialism,
understood
asEngland'ssocial mission,
wasa crucialpart of thecultural
representation
of EngL~ to theEnglish.Theroleof
literaturein theprodU/;tion
of culturalrepresentation
should
not be ignored.Thesetwo "obvious"facts continueto be
disregarded
in thereallingof nineteenth-century
British

WINTER98

literature.Thisitselfatteststo thecontinuingsuccess
of the
imperialistproject,di.lplacedanddispersed
intomoremodem

SpecialCourse

foml.\'.

-Gayatri
Chakravorty
Spivak
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Theoretically
inform~i byEdwardSaid'sOrientalismand
othercriticalworksoncolonialismandrepresentation,
this
courseconsiders
ways,in which"the Orient"-particularly
India --hasbeenima~:ined
andrepresented
in varioustexts.
'In particular,it will considertherelationshipbetweentextand
context--the language,
tropes,anddiscourses
which
historicallyconstructed
aregioncalledIndia --and what
mightbe at stakein suchrepresentations
of otherpeople.In
addition,throughworksproducedby colonizedandpostcolonialcitizens,it wiill alsoconsiderwaysin which"the
i empire writes back."

Saturdays!
Watchfor details

Registernow!
Ref.No. 36575,ETS200,Sec.003,M-W 3:00-4:20

Faculty:
Tej Bhatia, Department of Languages and
Literatures, had the book Colloquial Hindi:
The CompleteLanguage Coursefor Beginners
published by Routledge, London. He also
coauthored with Bill Ritchie Handbook of
SecondLanguage Acquisition, published by
Academic Press, in which he also published the
paper (with Bill Ritchie) "Bilingual Language
Mixing, Universal Grammar, and Second
Language Acquisition." Dr. Bhatia also wrote
two chapters for the book Acquisition ofVoicing and Aspiration in SecondLanguage Development: Teachingand Acquisition of South
Asian Languages, published by the University
of Pennsylvania Press. Articles this year include (with Bill Ritchie) "Light verbs in codeswitched utterances: Derivational economy in 1language or incongruence in production1"
Proceedings of the 20th Boston UniversitY
Conference on Language Develol2ment,Vol. 5262. Other activities include receipt of a National Science Foundation Grant to participate
in a joint Indo-US conference on "Anaphora in
South Asian Languages" and a grant from the
American Institute of Indian Studies to study
the "Braj and Avadhi Grammatical Traditions."
Paperspresentedthis year include: "Anaphora
in Punjabi," at the University of Delhi in
Janurary, 1996; "Language Mixing, Style
Repertoire and Language Variation in
Ramamand Sagar's TV serial, Ramayana" at
ShenzhenUniversity, Shenzhen,The People's
Republic of China, April, 1996; "Shifting
Dunes: Domain Allocation and Shift in the
language of advertising in South Asia" at the
11th World Congressof Applied Linguistics,
University of Jyvaakyla, Jyvaakyla, Finland,
August 1996 where he also cochaired the

session,"Applied Linguistics in South Asia."
On an invited trip to China in the summer of
1996, he presentedthe keynote address"South
Asian Studies in North America: Its State and
Challenges" on the eve of the 50th year of the
Department of Oriental Studies,Beijing University, Beijing. At ShenzhenUniversity,
Shenzhen,he presentedthe talk "The
Ramayana in relation to languageart and
science" at the 13th International Ramayana
Conference. While in China, he gave these
lectures: "Creativity and some linguistic
aspectsof cross-cultural advertising", Linguistic Circle No: 176, Beijing University; "Language Movements in SouthAsia," Institute of
Asia-Pacific Studies," ChineseAcademy of
Social Sciences; "English in Global Advertising," Public Discourse ResearchGroup, City
University of Hong Kong. He was recently
appointed North American Editor, Yearbook of
South Asian Languages and Linguistics for
Sage Publications.
Alfonso Peter Castro, Anthropology Department, presentedthe paper "Who Is the Encroacher: Social Forestry and Land Conflicts in
Bangladesh," for the Sessionon "Historical
Consciousnessand Contemporary Development
Planning," Annual Meeting of the Society for
Applied Anthropology, March 5, 1997, Seattle,
Washington. He also co-wrote with Kreg
Ettenger, "Indigenous Knowledge and Conflict
Management: Exploring Local Perspectivesand
Mechanisms for Dealing with Community
Forestry Disputes," which was published in
Volume 1: Compilation ofDiscussion Papers
from the E-Conference on Addressing Natural
Resource Conflicts through Community Forestry. Rome, Italy: Food andAgri
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culture Organizationof the UnitedNations,

1997.
Ann Gold, this year has published "Khyal:
ChangedYearnings in Rajasthani Women's
Songs," Manushi 95:13-21 (1996). "Wild Pigs
and Kings: RememberedLandscapesin
Rajasthan." American Anthropologist (1997).
She was also invited to lecture about "Wild
Pigs and Kings: Remembered Landscapesin
Rajasthan" at the South Asia Program Seminar
Series, Cornell and "Bringing Home Mother
Ganges: Death and Pilgrimage in North India"
at Washington and Lee University, Lexington,
VIrginia (sponsored by the Class of '65 Endowment for Excellence in Teaching, March
1997). Dr. Gold also gave these conference
presentations: "Grain Stories from the
Rajasthani Field(s)" at the 25th Annual Conference on South Asia, Madison, Wisconsin
(October 1996) and was discussantfor the
panel "Agency andAccommodation: Contradictions in Words and Actions of Three South
Asian Women," 49th Annual Meeting of the
Association for Asian Studies, Chicago (March
1997). Ann Gold has been awardedthree
grants this year: American Institute of Indian
Studies short-term Senior ResearchFellowship: Pivotal Memories in a Rajasthani Princedom: The Pastof Nature and the Nature of the
Past, 1997-1998, for which she also received a
National Endowment for the Humanities
Fellowship for University Teachers. She also
received a SpencerFoundation Major Grant for
a project "Environmental Knowledge in
Rajasthan: Learning and Teaching in Contrasting Contexts" (Co-principal Investigator with

Bhoju Ram Gujar).
Pramod Parajuli, has recentlypublished
"Ecological Ethnicity in the Making:

Developmentalist Hegemonies and Emergent
Identities in India." Identities: Global Studies
in Culture and Power 3:1-2:15-59. His article,
"Beyond Capitalized Nature: Ecological
Ethnicity as a New Arena of Conflict in the
Global Capitalist Regime" is forthcoming in
Ecumene: A Journal of Environment, Culture,
and Meaning and the article "PeasantTraditions of Knowledge and the Developmentalist
Regimes of Truth: A Discourse on Alternate
Uses, Muses, and Meanings" is forthcoming in
Ann Gold and Phil Arnold eds., Religion,
Ecology and Activism, Syracuse University
Press. He was also the keynote address,
"Recovering Classrooms, Communities and
Commons: Globalization and the New Arenas
of Activism at the Grassroots" at the 61st
Anniversary Celebration of the SyracusePeace
Council, April 12. He presentedthe paper,
"Resistance to Globalization in India: Semiotic
Expansion of Global Capital and Peasant
Ethnosemiotics" at the Society for the Applied
Anthropology Meeting, Seattle, March 4-9 and
was discussant, for a panel on "Negotiating
Identity in the Canon of Everyday Life" at the
American Ethnological Society Meeting,
Seattle, March 6-9.
Priti Ramamurthy received a Senior Long
Term Fellowship from the American Institute
of Indian Studies for a project on
restructuralization and the cotton industry in
India.
Susan S. Wadley, presentedthe paper,
"Karimpur Women's Self-Representations
Over TllDe" at the American Anthropological
Association Annual Meeting in San Francisco
in Nov. 1996. She also presentedthe paper,
"Bumbling Kings and Trickster Goddesses" at
the Indira Gan(ihi Center for the Arts, New
Delhi, in December, 1996. She is presenting a

Continued
onpage15
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THE HINDI HOMEP AGE
By JishnuShankar

T

he need for a homepage with Hindi
lessonsbecame starkly evident when
students in the Hindi 101 class mentioned the problems they experienced while
practicing their drill exercises. As studentsof a
foreign language they have to learn and practice
new tricks being taught to an old larynx; the
flaps and retroflexes, the bilabial nasals,the
semi-vowels and the voiced alveolars that do
not come naturally unless practiced for long
hours. They also have to learn to hear the
shadesof meaning in subtle differences in
sound that otherwise can easily be passedoff as
mere accent. The soft "t's" and the aspirated
"D's" are not easyto discern unless one has
heard them a thousand times. The students

had free time becauseother classeswould be
using the machines. Result: a lot of their drill
exercises would end up being done in the
regular class and the speedof lessonswould
come down to a tedious crawl.
That was when the idea of developing
lessons for the Internet came to us. Put the
drill lessons on the web so studentscan access
them anytime they want, and anywhere they
want. The only prerequisite would be the
availability of a suitable computer either at
home, or in the clusters. The lessonshad to
have the abilitity to transport Devanagari
characters over the net and the proper sound
associatedwith them. For example, if it was
the character 'k' that the student neededto see,

need to spend long hours in the language lab.
But they were handicapped by at least two
factors. One was the physical confinement of
lessonsinside the language lab. Unless they
were present in the lab they could not use the
Hindi software installed on the lab network.
The second was the conflict between their free
time and the schedule of classes in the language
lab. What that meant was, they could not walk
into the lab and practice Hindi whenever they

not only should the studentbe able to see the
character ok' but also hear what it sounds like.
Then the studentcould, using the browser
available on the computer, listen to the sound
an infinite number of times while simultaneously keeping the character on screen. The
student could also compare the sound of a
related but different character,like 'kh', and
practice pronouncing them together in tandem
with the voice from the browser.
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We decided to put Devanagari alphabet
on the net, the characters,the related maatraas,
and the associatedsounds. Together with that,
we also
decided to put
sample conversation
pIeces as
separateweb
pages where
the student
could hear
what spoken
Hindi sounds
like in a
nonnal conversation.
These conversation pieces
were designed
to introduce
the student to
common

everyday
occurrences
like meeting
and greeting
people, being
at a station,
and so forth.
The project looked simple enough but
the enormity of it became evident soon as we
began to transfer written Hindi charactersto
web pages. Web browsers do not read Hindi
characters made with unscalable fonts, not even
with the help of 'pdf' software. That meant we
had to convert every single Devanagari character into a picture, a GIF file, and then paste it
into the web page. Two things happen as soon
as a nonnal characteris converted into a picture. First, one needs the software to convert a
character into a picture, and second,the size of
the little character goes up manifold becauseit
12

no longer remains a character but becomesa
picture. Transporting pictures acrossthe net is
not difficult anymore. But it slows down the
browser.
We used
conversion
software
and turned
characters
into little
pictures,
and pasted
them to a
newly
created
web page.
Then, with
rudimentary equipment, we
recorded
the sounds
associated
with each
letter of
Devanagari
alphabet
and linked
it to the
appropriate picture-character. We created a
separatepage each for the vowels and the
consonants. An example of the page is presentedas a picture in Fig. 1.
When a studentmoves the mouse
cursor over anyone of the vowel characters
displayed above, the cursor changesinto the
shapeof a palm indicating that there is a file
linked to it. On clicking the mouse button
once, the browser transports the linked sound
fIle and opens it in a separatewindow where
the sound can then be played. The same thing
happens with each of the consonant characters

displayed in Fig. 2.
Once the syllabary was complete, we
began work on the conversation pieces. So far
we have finished three conversation lessons.
These lessons portray everyday talk between
people. For example, the first conversation is
simply how to greet and ask the welfare of the
person you meet. Again, the Hindi sentenceon-

~
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screenis a GIF picture of the sentencewritten
in Hindi font. The sentenceis then translated
into English. The sounds associatedwith the
Hindi sentenceare presented at normal as well
as slow speed so that the student can begin to
hear the subtle quality of voice difference in
normal speech. Each conversation lessonhas a
vocabulary page linked to it, and each word in
the vocabulary has a sound file associatedwith

it.
The Hindi lessonweb pageis currently
located at http://cid.syr.edu/hindi.html. Very

soon we plan to transfer it over to the faculty
server and link it to internet searchengines. A
small grant from South Asia Center made the
web page possible. We also thank Terrill Gosa,
Computer Consultant with the Athletics Department and Julie Hall, Computer Consultant with
Center for Instructional Development for all
their help and suggestions. But the Hindi

Window

MoJ.'!45"7 ptt

~

lesson web page is not done yet. Although it is
very slow going, we plan to have at least seven
more conversation pieces on the web, and work
on making the web pages animated and interactive so students find it more interesting to work
with them. Creation and maintenance of the
pagesrequires enough work to keep a person
busy full time and needs more resources than
are currently available. The rewards, however,
are very sweet when students report they find
these web pages to be very helpful! To that
end, we continue our efforts.
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Sites related to publications, social sciences I Sites related to governments:
and catalogs in Asia:
I http://home.macau.netIMC/Main/macau_e.html
http://coombs.anu.edu.au/WWWVLInfonnation about Macao
AsianStudies.html
http://mcni.netl-mitch/mong/newgov.htm
Large-scale sourcefor social science research
On the new government of Mongolia
in Asia
http://www.io.org/amnesty/
Amnesty International reports

Sites related to languagelearning:
http://www.ocrat.corn/ocrat.corn/voa

http://www.woridbank.org/
Homepage of the World Bank

Sitefor Voice ofAmerica broadcasts in Manda-

rin

http://aaup.pupress.princeton.edu
Combined Online Catalog Project ofAmerican
University presses
http://www.orientation.com
A pan-Asian web directory devotedto Asian

topics
http://ariel.ucs.unimelb.edu.au/-pbd/SW/
intradio.html
Links to shortwave stations on the web covering Asia-pacific
http://www.pitt.edu/-pjic
Home page of the Japan Infonnation Center at
the University of Pittsburgh
http://www.lib.duke.edu/ias/eac/
japanesestudies.html
Comprehensiveresourceson Japan

Southeast and South Asia sites:
http://www.lib.umich.edu/libhome/
Area .Programs/S0utheast.Asia/
Site of the SoutheastAsia Division, University
of Michigan
http://www.brad.ac.uk/acad/ses/aksasrf2.html
Sourcefor information on South Asian social
research

http://www.mdx.ac.uk!-james3/SS_pols.html
The Sabah and Sarawak politics page

http://www.tc.umn.edu.nlhome/g450vuebOOO
1/HER/HSJVolumeOne .html
Hmong StudiesJournal online

http://www.vietnamerica.com
Sourcefor information on Ameresian chidlren

Manchu.html

http://wwwl.shore.net/-india/jsaws/index/htm
Journal of South Asia Women Studies

Comprehensive infonnation on Manchu topics

http://www.hulk.bu.edu/misc/india/index.html

http://home.ust.hk/-bolupin/china
Academic websites on China

Variegated information on India

http://pears.lib.ohio-state.edu/Manchu/

www.hku.hk/cerc/china/cdb
Thefirst issue of thejournal "China DevelopmentBriefing"

http://www.waite.adelaide.edu.au/-miqbal/
pakistan/html
News and travel information on Pakistan

http://www.columbia.edu/cuVccs/cuwVclients/

http://www catnlando.com/nepal.htm
News and travel information on Nepal

arbl

http://www.asul.udel.edu/-kazi/bangladesh

Catalogs issued by Asian Rare Books in New
York City

News and travel information on Bangladesh

http://www.lacnet.org/srilanka

http://www.han.org/a/indexe.html

News and travel information on Sri Lanka

Site on Korean residents in Japan

http ://www.gn.apc.org/tibetlondon
1ibet homepage

http://www.stolaf.edu/people/giasoe/

project.html
Site on the history of Hong Kong
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paperon masculinityin the oral epic Dhola at
the Genderand Religion workshopat the
Hinduja Center,ColumbiaUniversity,in April
1997.

Graduate Students:
Neema Caughran, Anthropology, successfully
defended her dissertation titled "The Potter, The
Brahm, and the Butcher's Ghost: Casteand
Family Dynamics in North India", and has
accepted a position with the WID Program at
the University of Florida.
Corrinne Dempsy, Religion, successfully
defended her dissertation this year. The title is
"Kerala Christian Sainthood: Articulations of
Ambivalence and Hybridity among National,
Communal, and Individual Devotees." This
year she presentedthesepapers: "Dragons in
our Midst: St. George as Colonizer and Colonized in Kerala Christian Folklore", (March
1997 for SU's South Asia Center's Spring
Speaker Series, "Church Saints, Temple Deities,
the Clergy, and Me" (June 1996 for Conference
on Religion in South India, Granby, Colorado),
"Hybridization and Colonial Agency: Sr.
Alphonsa and ReverseOrientalism" (April 1996
for American Academy of Religion Regional
Conference, LeMoyne College, Syracuse).
Lakshrni Goparaju, doctoral candidate in
anthropology, has been named Ford Associate
for one semesterin the 1997-1998 academic
year at the Five College Women's Studies
Program ResearchCenter for her work on
women and sexuality in India.

Shubhra Gururani, Anthropology, successfully defendedher dissertationtitled: "Fuel,

Fodder, and Forests: Politics of Forest Use and
Abuse in Uttarakhand Himalayas, India" and
accepteda tenure-track teaching job in Anthropology at York University, Toronto.

Holly M. Hapke, Geography,defendedher
dissertation,"Fishmongers,Marketsand Mechanization: The CapitalisticTransformationof an
Indian Fishery" andmovedto a tenure-track
teachingjob at EastCarolinaUniversity.
Aarti Saihjee, Anthropology, winner 1996
Dean's PaperPrize in the Maxwell Colloquium
for the paper titled "Politics of Economic Adjustment: The Changing Nature of Women's
Work in Jharkand." This paper was also published in the journal "Asia-Pacific Viewpoint,"
vol. 37, No.2, August 1996.
Yamuna Sangarasivam, Anthropology and
South Asia Center, presented"Negotiating the
Theaters of War: Anthropological Pleasuresof
the Native Other" at the annual meeting of the
Society for Applied Anthropology in Seattle,
WA, March 4-9, 1997. She participated on a
panel titled, "Nonnative Terrains of Geography:
Ethics in Practice" at the Association of American Geographersannual meeting in Fort Worth,
Texas,April 1-7, 1997, with a fellow colleague,
Lorainne Dowler, Dept. of Geography, Syracuse
University. Yamuna has also been active in the
Syracuseand Cornell University community,
presenting her dissertation work on cultural
performance and contemporary Tamil nationalism in Sri Lanka. Her paper presentation at
Cornell was entitled, "As Black Tigers Enflame
in Red: Women's Participation in the Tamil
Nationalist Movement" and at Syracuse University she presenteda paper entitled, "Puthya
Varalaru Eluthum Puli: Cultural Performance in
Contemporary Tamil Nationalist Discourse."
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:SouthAsia Center: Outreach Services
'

F

ounded as a National Resource Center by the
Department of Education, the South Asia Center

,
at SyracuseUniversity servesasa liaisonbetween
:Syracuse
University faculty with researchinterestsin
:SouthAsia, educators,and the wider public in the
4::entralNewYork area. Our resourcesand faculty
interestscoverthe SouthAsia region,broadlydefinedas
][ndia,Pakistan,Bangladesh,Sri Lanka,andNepal. Our
;ludienceincludeseducatorsin areaschoolsand colleges,
1the
generalcommunity,individuals interestedin the
Jregion,
andthe SyracuseUniversitycommunity. South
Asia Outreachpresentsworkshops,seminars,lectures,
1filmandvideo screenings,schoolandcollegelectureand
'Dscussionprograms,cultural programs,and otherpublic
.~vents.In addition,Outreachloansa wide variety of
t~ucationalmaterialsto educatorsat no cost. These
Jlesources
include books,maps,videotapes,slide sets,
t~mic books,and"hands-on"kits. We alsohave
,;:urriculumunits and our staff is availableto offer
Iteachers
adviceon curriculumdevelopment.A list of
I()urcomic booksandvideotapesmaybe obtainedby
:sendingus a requestwith a self-addressed
stamped
,envelope,
or on our web page at http://
www.maxwell.syr.edu/gai/south-asia-centerindex.htrn. Our phonenumberis 315-443-2553.Email: southasia@maxwell.syr.edu.

South

Asia

Center

346G Eggers Hall
Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York 13244-1090
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